
Abstract: Research on late antique and early medieval economic and social processes during the past three decades called 
for, and enabled, a fresh look at the history of the ‘Late Avar period’ of the Carpathian Basin, corresponding exactly to the ‘long eighth 
century’ of the Mediterranean and European world. This paper offers a rather sketchy new model, alongside raising questions and 
framing a research programme focusing on social and economic historical processes. Therefore, using the archaeological evidence 
as a solid foundation, I have proposed a set of research hypotheses as starting points for regional and micro-regional studies.

Keywords: Early medieval archaeology, long eighth century, early medieval transformation, Avar archaeology, nomadic 
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INTRODUCTION

Heyday and decline of the Avars’ steppe power

According to the Byzantine sources, the ‘runaway’ Avars ‘fleeing the Turks’ arrived to Europe in the 550s. 
After establishing themselves in the Carpathian Basin in 567–568, the Avar Khaganate survived for some two and 
a half centuries. On the testimony of the written sources, the age of the Avars can be divided into two main periods, 
with the boundary between the two roughly marked by the siege of Constantinople in 626.1 These two periods can 
also be traced in the archaeological material, although in this case, the chronological boundary can be drawn in the 
middle third of or the later seventh century.2
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1 Bóna 1988; Pohl 2002, 282–284.
2 Hungarian scholarship sets the chronological boundary 

between the two periods to the 670s using historical arguments (sum-
marised by Bálint 2004b), but based also on the archaeological re-
cord through the latest coin-dated graves such as Ozora (solidus of 
Constantine IV, Constantinople, 669–674, Somogyi 1997, 71) and 

Kiskőrös-Pohibuj-Mackó-dűlő, Grave 53 (an Avar imitation of a coin 
of Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine, 669–674, Somogyi 1997, 
50–52). From the 1990s onward, several different interpretations were 
proposed: martin 1990 dates the initial phase of the Late Avar trans-
formation (the Mittelawarische period) to the 630s, while Vida 1999 
to the 650s, based on the ceramic evidence.
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Lacking historical narratives of their own, our knowledge of Avar history comes from their contacts with 
neighbouring states with a tradition of literacy. The first phase of the Avar period was taken up with the wars against 
Byzantium, which seems to have ended with the aborted Sasanian-Avar siege of Constantinople. Around this time, 
the Avars disappeared from the written sources of the neighbouring world. From the 630s, the Carpathian Basin 
sank into virtual oblivion, as if prehistoric times had descended again – only from a few scattered references do we 
know that the Avars still lorded over the region prior to Charlemagne’s campaigns in the 790s.

Traditionally, the defeat at Constantinople is pinpointed as the most important cause of the crisis of the Early 
Avar-period nomadic state and its economic structures, which led to its collapse by the later seventh century.3 In fact, it 
was the cessation of the Byzantine gold tribute that resulted in the deconstruction of the Avar steppe power, leading to 
the loss of their Eastern European territories. Instead of a single crushing military defeat suffered by the Avars, the 
primary reason for the crisis can rather be sought in the decline of the early Byzantine state in the wake of an all-encom-
passing social and economic crisis4 that was no longer able to produce the resources with which it had in fact sustained 
the polities on the steppe. The disintegration of the Early Avar nomadic state can thus in all likelihood be ascribed to the 
lack of resources which, as a self-destructive process, ultimately led to the collapse of power and an internal strife be-
tween the elites that had hitherto been united by the material advantages and the military efficiency demanded by the 
military campaigns. The latter also meant the end the Early Avar period from a structural point of view. 

In order to judge the significance of the transformation process that began from the mid-seventh century, 
it is important to examine the nature of the preceding collapse. According to the written record, the Avar Khaganate 
became a regional polity whose political interests were restricted to the Carpathian Basin only after the Avars were 
ousted from the Eastern European territories during the 630s – whether by the Bulgars or in the wake of a civil war5 
(Fig. 2). Yet, curiously enough, the booty acquired by the Avars during their campaigns and the tribute extorted from 
Byzantium do not appear east of the Carpathians,6 where the first burials containing Byzantine articles as well as 
coins appear exactly from the second third of the seventh century onward, in the ‘Bulgarian era’. Most likely, this 
horizon of graves dated by Byzantine coins can be linked to the phenomenon of lavishly furnished elite burials 
emerging at the same time. However, the horizon of elite graves, a Prunkgrabhorizont as defined by Georg Kos-
sack,7 emerged simultaneously also in the Carpathian Basin, principally in its eastern half.8 Before this period, 
burials richly furnished with valuable precious metal articles have a concentration in Transdanubia,9 while articles 
of Byzantine origin, principally coins deposited in burials, occur in a much more restricted circle in the contempo-
raneous archaeological material of the Hungarian Plain.10 Before the 630s, the burials east of the Danube were rather 
poor in precious metal objects, which were in any case  mostly  small sheet silver ornaments, the only exceptions 
being the gold coins.11 Apart from the coins, these graves are much more similar to the steppean, than to the Trans-
danubian assemblages. Therefore, one may rightly ask whether this can be attributed to the cultural preferences and 
burial customs of the population of the Carpathian Basin that diverged from those of the steppe. All the more so, as 
in the light of the salient differences between the quality and value of grave assemblages from Transdanubia and 
the Hungarian Plain, booty and tribute are not directly reflected in the archaeological record. Very likely, aside from 
the lack of the custom of depositing oboli on the steppe, several other elements influenced the nature of the ar-
chaeological legacy, which raises various problems in treating the assemblages in question as a reliable source for 
reconstructing power relations. According to one model, the lack of elite burials on the vast territory between the 
Danube and the Eastern European steppe before the 630s can be explained by the cultural preferences of the popu-
lation and by its social and/or funerary display, rather than by the fact that the redistribution system of the Avar 

3 Pohl 2002, 282; Vida 2016, 256–257.
4 See below.
5 Gesta Dagoberti, cap. 28; Nikephoros, Breviarium cap. 

24, 9–15 (see also Szádeczky-kardoSS 1998, 212–213).
6 On the Eastern European steppe, precious metal objects 

of Byzantine origin, including coins, were not deposited in burials 
before the same period (for the coins, see Somogyi 2005, 200–203; for 
the other finds and the chronology of the ‘Sivashovka horizon’, see 
curta 2008, 158–161).

7 koSSack 1974, a term first adopted for Avar archaeology 
by Vida 2016.

8 Yet, the similarities between the Mala Pereshchepina as-
semblage and the Avar ‘Prunkgräber’ of the Carpathian Basin (Bócsa 

and Kunbábony, see below) provide strong arguments for the very 
intensive communication between the elites in the Carpathian Basin 
and on the Eastern European steppe. These strong elite contacts can 
be easily fitted into a model of the power network of a single political 
formation.

9 First noted by cSallány 1939, 31–32., garam 1993, 
garam 2001, Szenthe 2015a, Bálint 2006, 148–149, reached a 
similar conclusion, although he pointed out that the differences could 
be traced to the divergences in the modes of social display as practiced 
by the population of the two regions.

10 See Somogyi 2014, 248–249.
11 garam 1992. A late date for the Kunágota grave fits 

nicely into this overall picture: see Bollók–Szenthe 2018.
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Khaganate did not extend to this territory.12 Nevertheless, as a structural link, the burials from the 630s feature both 
contemporaneous and earlier coins and various other articles of Byzantine origin in both regions, which indicates a 
common pattern in the archaeological record.13 While the exact date of when these Byzantine articles reached the 
northern steppe region and the Carpathian Basin is a matter of conjecture, it can be reasonably assumed, as in the 
case of Tépe and Kunágota, that the earlier objects were at least partly among the goods arriving to the Avars in the 
sixth and the early seventh century. 

Thus, while historical sources indicate the presence of the Avar power structure on the Eastern European 
steppe, there seem to be no decisive arguments against this in the archaeological record. If Avar power had indeed 
extended to the territory east of the Carpathian Basin, the vast territory extending eastward from the Carpathian 
Mountains in the west and from the Lower Danube in the south was vital to the early khaganate, although we do 
not know how far the Avar dominance extended on the Eastern European steppe (Fig. 1).14 This steppe and forest-
steppe area had probably been the Lebenswelt for most of the nomadic groups under Avar rule, which in this case 
naturally formed a solid foundation for the Avar social system as well as for the army.15 The Avars’ confinement to 
the Carpathian Basin must have meant a fatal blow to their military power by reducing the number of troops that 
could be trained in nomadic cavalry tactics, particularly regarding heavy cavalry.16 

On the testimony of the archaeological record, the Carpathian Basin was inhabited relatively densely. The 
groups arriving from the steppe settled among the Gepids in its eastern half (the Great Plain and Transylvania)17 and 
among the remnants of the Lombard18 and the late antique population19 in its western half (Transdanubia). Although 
the blending between different peoples probably began quite quickly as reflected by several newly opened row-
grave cemeteries,20 the cultural heterogeneity remained strong until the late seventh century due to internal migra-
tions21 and the possibly continuous infiltration of Eastern European groups. 

It is uncertain, however, how the loss of the steppe territories affected the Carpathian Basin demographi-
cally. In all likelihood, some groups of the ‘Avar’ elites were ousted from the Eastern European steppe only at this 
time, from the lands that provided a far more ideal environment for the lifestyle of the nomadic aristocracy and their 
clans than the narrow environmental niches22 suitable for nomadic pastoralism in the Carpathian Basin. The appear-
ance of a new grave horizon of unrivalled richness of the nomadic elite in the 630s–670s in the Carpathian Basin 
(henceforth referred to as the Kunbábony-Kunágota-Ozora group) can perhaps be linked to the immigration of the 
privileged groups of Early Avar power to the plainland ringed by the Carpathians.

The social and administrative structures of the Avar Khaganate were doubtless determined by its nomadic 
traditions.23 A model based on the distribution of booty and goods acquired during military campaigns or by diplo-
matic means through the threat of military actions24 was the basic structure on which the social and cultural func-

12 For a similar lack of Byzantine coins among Danube 
Bulgars, see Somogyi 2005, 188–189.

13 For Eastern Europe, see curta 2008, 158–161; for the 
Carpathian Basin, see, e.g., the Byzantine bowl of the Tépe assem-
blage in garam 2001, 173; For a recent discussion of the  Kunágota 
assemblage, see Bollók–Szenthe 2018. It must also be borne in mind 
that the material culture patterning calls for extreme caution when 
assessing the intensity of the relations with Byzantium and the amount 
of the tribute. It is quite feasible that the sudden increase in the number 
of the solidi of Heraclius deposited in burials in the Carpathian Basin 
(see, e.g., Somogyi 2014, 87) and on the Eastern European steppe 
(curta 2008, 158–159), generally attributed to the increase in the 
tribute at the onset of Heraclius’ rule (Bollók 2019), is merely an 
optical illusion caused by the change in the modes of funerary display 
rather than an actual reflection of the rise in the amount of the tribute 
reconstructed from the higher number of coins.

14 For a critical analysis of the problem, see Pohl 2002, 
271–274. Nikephoros records that Kuvrat revolted successfully 
against the Avars in the 630s (Nikephoros, Breviarium, 22). Walter 
Pohl’s contention that there is a total lack of archaeological evidence 
on Avar rule east of the Carpathians rests on shaky ground because the 
Early Avar Khaganate was a culturally heterogeneous formation, even 
in the Carpathian Basin (see below). 

15 From this perspective, it is of secondary relevance 
whether the elites of the eastern territories were under direct control 
of, or only dependent on, the khagan (for a discussion of the problem 
on a theoretical level, see SzaBó–Bollók 2018, 521–531).

16 For Avar cavalry tactics, see Pohl 2002; for a brief dis-
cussion, see cSiky 2015, 61–64; for a more detailed one, see curta 
2016; for heavy cavalry tactics in the Eastern European steppe zone, 
see gulyáS 2018, 111.

17 kiSS 2015, 191–240.
18 koncz 2015.
19 Vida 2009.
20 Most clearly attested in the large cemeteries of Trans-

danubia (Vida 2008, 15–17).
21 Smaller population groups settling elsewhere during the 

later seventh century could be archaeologically identified in several 
cemeteries, which had already been in use earlier: e.g. at Alattyán 
(koVrig 1963, 188); Szarvas-Grexa-téglagyár (JuháSz 2004); Vác-
Kavicsbánya (Szenthe 2014).

22 See below.
23 Pohl 2002, 163ff.
24 For the nomadic state and the nomadic economy, see, 

e.g. ecSedy 1979, VáSáry 1983, 202–210.
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tions of the Avar Khaganate rested during its early period, until the resources acquired from the sedentary 
civilisation of the south were available for maintaining the interregional power system of the Early Avar-period 
khaganate. Quite clearly, the deconstruction/regionalisation of the (nomadic) power structures of the northern pe-
riphery occurred simultaneously with the complex crisis of the Byzantine Mediterranean, leading to the disappear-
ance of the booty and gifts that had sustained the system under the khagan’s rule. In this sense, the Avar polity can 
be considered to be a ‘secondary’ or ‘shadow’ empire,25 whose cohesion was maintained as a response to the strength 
of the Byzantine Empire, given the immense demand for the military power necessary for acquiring the booty from 
the urban civilisation. 

Until the late seventh century, precious metal articles, weaponry and special types of horse burials were 
the associated elements of the representative grave inventories of high-status men. Among these, the prominence 
of horses26 and of certain types of weaponry,27 and the outstanding importance of the ornate belts indicate the 

25 Barfield 2001.
26 daim 2003a.

27 cSiky 2015, 8–20, with the relevant literature.

Fig. 1. The greatest probable extent of the Early Avar Khaganate (map by Erwin Gáll)
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dominance of the symbols of nomadic prestige. Unlike women’s graves, the richest of which can be assigned to 
local communities living under Avar rule in the Transdanubia,28 nomadic prestige radiates from all high-status male 
burials29 – hardly a coincidence, given the patriarchal ancestor worship of nomadic cultures.30 Some of the most 
lavishly furnished graves contained sets of steppe-type drinking vessels such as ewers, goblets and, in some cases, 
a rhyton31 made of precious metals. The almost standard sets offer a glimpse into the world of the feasts/drinking 
rituals of ‘high society’.32 Interestingly enough, the richest ‘Avar’ elite graves in question – all solitary burials or 
small burial places – date from the period following the peak of Avar power, from the years between the 630s and 
670s, which corresponds to the first period after the loss of the Eastern European territories and the cessation of the 
Byzantine gold tribute. Although traditionally divided into different groups based on various similarities33 and as-
sumptions resting on the dating of single objects taken out of their context,34 the assemblages are in fact strongly 
related to each other.35 All in all, the assemblages appear to have emerged from one and the same social and cultural 
process within a relatively short period. In terms of the grave goods and the ritual elements, the graves are part of 
an elite grave horizon. The Prunkgrabhorizont36 can be seen as the last manifestation of the prestige economy of 
the Avar Khaganate’s early period. 

The analogous Mala Pereshchepina37 assemblage indicates that this process was not restricted to the Car-
pathian Basin. The emergence of the grave horizon followed the loss of the resources It is reflected by a phase-shift 
in the grave goods of outstanding value, both in the Carpathian Basin and in Eastern Europe. Most plausibly, the 
Mala Pereshchepina–Kunbábony–Kunágota-Ozora horizon is a reflection of the crisis permeating the nomadic 
prestige economy through the enormous wealth sacrificed for funerary deposition, as posited by G. Kossack. 

Barely attested in the written records,38 the communication between the Carpathian Basin and the Eastern 
European steppe is reflected primarily in the archaeological evidence. Several objects linking the material culture 
of the two regions such as metal vessels,39 some costume accessories expressing social prestige or status such as the 
lunula-shaped ornament from Kunbábony,40 weaponry41 and a certain buckle type42 attest to direct communication, 
but very probably without the oft-assumed intermediary role of Byzantium.43 Thus, curiously enough, at the time 
of the Avar civil war (and/or the revolt of Kuvrat) and in the ensuing period, we witness a revival of the contacts 
between the Carpathian Basin and Eastern Europe in the material culture. During the first decades after the disinte-
gration of Avar steppe power (ca. 630–670), the impact of these contacts shows a concentration in one particular 
region of the Carpathian Basin, specifically the Great Plain, and seems to be restricted to the military elite, unlike 
in the initial phase of the Avar era.44 It is therefore uncertain whether the increasingly intense communication be-

28 Vida 2008, 18–31.
29 The issue of the different traditions of prestige has been 

addressed by Bálint 2006, 148. For the presence of nomadic ‘peoples’ 
rather than mobile elites, see Sneath 2007, 164ff. The nomadic groups 
migrating to the Carpathian Basin were probably no more than small 
elite groups, at least until the 630s. However, after the loss of the steppe 
territories, larger ‘Avar’ groups could have been forced to resettle there. 

30 For the importance of kinship and the cult of ancestors 
among nomadic peoples, see Sneath 2007, 176–180; khazanoV 
1994, 138ff.

31 garam 2002, 82–92.
32 For a critical analysis, see Bálint 2004b, 214–216.
33 The Kunbábony and Bócsa assemblages are regarded as 

a separate group owing to the presence of belt sets with ‘pseudo-buck-
les’ (garam 2000, garam 2005, 420–426). The Ozora, Igar and 
Dunapentele assemblages became the hallmarks of ‘middle Avar ho-
rizon’ associated with new immigrants from the east, mostly with 
Bulgars (Bóna 1988). The highly similar assemblage from Kunágota 
was interpreted as one of the earliest graves of the Avar period (Bálint 
1993, 211, revised by Attila Kiss). Kiss argued for a late date for the 
Kunágota assemblage. Basing his arguments on the assumed Bulgar-
ian immigration of the 670s, he dated the assemblage to the period 
after the 670s (kiSS 1991, 71–72).

34 Best illustrated by the different proposals for the date of 
the Kunágota grave, based either on the solidus of Iustinian I ( Somogyi 

1997, 59–60), or on the (assumed) chronological position of the belt 
mounts (earlier seventh century, daim–rácz 2001, 487). The qualita-
tive difference between the hammered and chiselled Kunágota belt 
mounts and the similar pieces from Ozora made with the repoussé 
technique was often used as an argument in the dating of these as-
semblages, see daim–rácz 2001, 487–488. 

35 kiSS 1991, Tabelle 1.
36 koSSack 1974. 
37 Werner 1984.
38 The migration of Kuber, the fourth son of Kuvrat to the 

Carpathian Basin is one of the few events relating to the region men-
tioned in the written sources. For a discussion, see Bálint 2004a, 
Somogyi 2008, 361ff and Bálint 2008.

39 garam 2001. 
40 Stark 2009.
41 cSiky 2015.
42 Szenthe 2015a.
43 Szenthe 2015a, 357–358; gáll 2018, 152–159. See 

also note 5.
44 É. Garam noted that the geographical distribution of the 

earlier group of high-quality Byzantine articles in the Avar lands 
shows a definite concentration in Transdanubia, while the later group 
(mid- and later seventh century) predominates east of the Danube 
(garam 2001, 178ff).
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tween the Carpathian Basin and Eastern Europe is simply an indication of migrating groups that felt threatened by 
the growing power of Kuvrat (and/or, at a later date, possibly of the Khazars), or whether it is indeed proof of bi-
lateral contacts. Nevertheless, as I would like to suggest below, the growing prominence of east–west communica-
tions as reflected in the archaeological record may be the sign of a new system emerging from the mid-seventh 
century onwards, following the decline of the Early Byzantine oikumene in the Mediterranean. 

The Late Avar period and the emergence of a regional structure

The results of Avar studies during the past two decades call for a radically new theoretic frame for the ‘Late 
Avar period’, the second half of the Avar rule in the Carpathian Basin (ca. 650–800/820).45 Chronologically, the 
time frame corresponds to the Dark Ages or the Transition Period46 of the Mediterranean, lasting from roughly the 
later seventh to the onset of the ninth century, a period that is generally described as ‘the long eighth century’.47 

It is probably no coincidence that the great era of Early Avar military activity – a disastrous period for 
Byzantium, indeed – can be roughly correlated with the late antique Little Ice Age,48 whose end in the mid-seventh 
century may have affected the khaganate too.49 The transformation in the later seventh century, as reflected in the 
archaeological record, was on a scale that would in itself justify the distinguishing of a new era, the ‘Late Avar 
period’. At this time, we witness the spread of a uniform culture across the entire Carpathian Basin, including a new 
material culture, which lacked the previous period’s massive influx of imports.

Quite obviously, not only global variables like climate had their impact on the Avar Khaganate as a com-
plex system. Particular changes in the dominant subsystem, the Byzantine Empire, no doubt affected other subor-
dinate subsystems, the Avar Khaganate among them.50 At roughly this time, the early Byzantine system of Late 
Antiquity was succeeded by a less intensive one, in which exchange and communication were built up from a net-
work of small-scale regional/interregional contacts.51 As the Eastern Roman ‘superpower’ ceased to exist, a more 
balanced political and cultural structure emerged across Europe and in the Mediterranean, and, as Chris Wickham 
puts it, this network of local/regional entities was the antecedent of the later medieval European structures.52 From 
an archaeological perspective, this involved a regionalisation of archaeological ‘cultures’.

For the Avars, this process led to the crisis of the ‘prestige economy’ because the influx of Byzantine 
luxury goods ceased and led to the inevitable transformation of the local network in its wake. The loss of power and 
the diminution of the wealth of the Avar aristocracy must have been a direct consequence; it would appear that the 
sources of wealth and power no longer depended on the position occupied in the distribution system,53 but shifted 
towards a position based on the elite’s control or downright ownership of production structures. As I shall try to 
demonstrate below, the patterns in the structural transformation of Avar culture, economy and, possibly, society of 
the Carpathian Basin54 indicate that early medieval European processes were in play in this region too. Nevertheless, 
this process was heavily affected by internal factors such as the loss of the eastern territories, immigration, internal 
migrations and the advanced state of the shift to sedentism among the nomads in the Carpathian Basin. 

45 For the chronological phases of the Avar period, see 
daim 2003b, with the relevant literature.

46 For a recent discussion, see haldon 2012.
47 hanSen–Wickham 2000. 
48 Büntgen et al. 2016.
49 For an overview of environmental research on the Avar- 

Period Carpathian Basin, see PreiSer-kaPeller 2018. 
50 For the problem of centre–periphery relationships re-

garding the Avars and Byzantium, see gáll 2018, 152–154. 

51 For connectivity in the Mediterranean, see horden–
Purcell 2000; for connectivity in the wider European context, see 
mccormick 2001, Wickham 2005.

52 Wickham 2005, esp. 828ff.
53 See in clarke 1978, 428–435.
54 Interpreted exclusively within a regional framework, as 

symptoms of the internal crisis of the Avar Khaganate: Bóna 1988.
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ASPECTS OF THE ‘LATE AVAR’ TRANSFORMATION

Global agents and the climatic change

The more favourable period in the wake of the Little Ice Age,55 a period marking the consolidation of the 
early medieval world56 recovering from the crisis and its fragmentation into a motley of regional units corresponds 
to the Late Avar period in the Carpathian Basin.

Changing patterns in the connectivity of the Carpathian Basin and the surrounding world

As the socio-economic and cultural context of the Late Avar Khaganate, the European and Mediterranean 
system can be perceived as a web of communications. In the case of the khaganate, we know next to nothing about the 
channels of these contacts; the nature of the interactions – long-distance or regional trade, diplomatic gifts, etc. – can 
only be categorised through a meticulous assessment of the relevant historical sources. Unfortunately, these only contain 
a few scattered references to supra-ethnic elites and diplomatic contacts.57 The probably regular long-distance or at least 
inter-regional communication that shaped the broad spectrum of Avar material culture cannot be identified more closely.

The transformation of the internal cultural and social system can best be studied through material culture. 
The material presented and discussed here comes from the realm of so-called ‘small finds’. However, knowing that 
personal utilitarian and other articles express socio-cultural relations,58 their complexity can be taken as a reflection 
of the period’s social structures. 

In contrast to the preceding period, when most of the articles used by the elite were crafted using a wide 
array of sophisticated techniques,59 the metal artefacts so relevant to any analysis of the Avars’ archaeological legacy 
from the Transition period include many technologically simple pieces even among the articles originating from 
what is usually labelled ‘Byzantine’ culture.60 Viewed from a broader perspective, a rapid change can be noted in 
prestige display from the late seventh century onward, even in the cultural contexts that can be identified as By-
zantine. Besides cast gold buckles,61 the belt mounts of the Vrap hoard and of several assemblages of the Balkan 
Peninsula are regarded as the products of a Byzantine cultural milieu.62 However, the prestige value of these items 
was ultimately determined by their rough metal weight. From this time, the elite tended to display its wealth simply 
through the precious metal value of the given article,63 while the importance of ‘aesthetic labour’64 and the number 
of articles with a high aesthetic-technological value seems to have declined. In Luke Lavan’s words, we witness the 
emergence of a ‘post-hierarchical society’ in the Mediterranean at this time.65

The same is true also for the period’s Avar material culture, which is extensively known from cemeteries. 
While in the case of the Early Avar period, it hardly seems an understatement to speak of the overwhelming formal 
dominance of Byzantine objects, most of them superb, high-quality articles,66 the still existing contacts of the Late 
Avar period with the Byzantine world were considerably more indirect. At the same time, objects identified as 
original Byzantine pieces largely disappeared from the Avar archaeological material, or were restricted to a thin 
layer of elite culture.67 In the late seventh century, a uniform material and – as far as this can be established from 
the funerary rituals – spiritual culture extending to virtually all wakes of life with minimal regional divergences 
emerged across the entire Carpathian Basin. No matter which Late Avar metal artefact we choose, whether the 
previously mentioned ornate belts or other articles, they outline an extremely dense communications network en-

55 Büntgen et al. 2016.
56 The environmental studies on the Avar-period Car-

pathian Basin are summarised in PreiSer-kaPeller 2018.
57 At least for the Late Avar period: see Szádeczky- 

kardoSS 1998, 259–271.
58 For more recent work on this issue, see, e.g.,  kriStianSen 

2004; maldonado–ruSSell 2016.
59 Bühler 1999; heinrich-tamaSka 2008.
60 Szenthe 2016, 358–360.
61 Werner 1988. 
62 daim 2000, 94–107; Szenthe 2014.

63 See the golden belt sets in the Vrap hoard, usually identi-
fied as Byzantine products: daim 2000, 94–106.

64 WengroW 2001.
65 laVan 2006, xxxiii.
66 See esp. daim 2000, daim 2010, Bálint 2010.
67 For the problems in the identification of ‘Byzantine’ ob-

jects, see daim 2010, gáll 2018, 152. Nevertheless, only a few By-
zantine-type artefacts are known in the eighth-century Carpathian 
Basin: see the lists compiled by garam 2001, compared to Szenthe 
2015b.
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meshing the entire Carpathian Basin.68 Moreover, the artefact types conveying more sophisticated visual messages, 
ornate belt sets and horse gear, but also earrings with pendants and certain brooch and bracelet types among them, 
are typically restricted to the Carpathian Basin.69 

Nevertheless, even if the dominant elements and particular forms are local, the major trends in the spatial 
patterning of the material culture and in the ornamentation of the objects are also encountered in the neighbouring 
world. The later seventh- and the eighth-century variants of the so-called ‘Byzantine buckles’, to remain in the field 
of the objects of daily use, that can be set in parallel with the Avar small finds have a more restricted geographic 
distribution and are fewer in number than the earlier pieces, whose use extended across the greater part of the 
Mediterranean or even its entire basin.70 At the same time, the later buckles tend to be more profusely decorated. 
The trends in their figural, geometric and vegetal ornament, the decorative motifs are often identical to those on 
Avar objects71 – the differences can be interpreted within the framework of interacting regional cultures. 

Thus, in contrast to the Early Avar period, the small finds attest to a cultural partnership with Byzantium 
and the other European powers in the Late Avar period, the implication being that instead of prospering at their 
expense, the khaganate had by now become part of the European communications network and had created its own 
material culture that was intelligible to the neighbouring world. In the wake of an acculturation, Avar culture 
adopted elements of a shared visual imagery and adapted them to its own taste, adjusting them to its own needs. 

Contacts between Late Avar and foreign elites

A certain group of superb objects (no matter how relative their qualitative excellence72) embody direct 
Mediterranean contacts in the Late Avar ornamental style. In this case, morphological uniqueness may correlate 
with the need for social display of the upper echelons even within the elite.73 I have chosen a leafy palmette with 
engraved dot-and-comma motifs to illustrate the impacts on the level of elite contacts since this motif links a series 
of different objects from various regions of Europe and the Mediterranean. The Warnebert and Nymwegen reliqua-
ries were made in a late Merovingian milieu at the close of the seventh century.74 The engraved palmettes adorning 
their sides represent a rare, well identifiable variant, whose counterparts on gold- and silverwork can be assigned 
to the later seventh–earlier eighth century. This variant of the geometric scroll ornament is a typically Byzantine-
Mediterranean motif. Among others, it is attested in a similar form on Byzantine crescentic earrings (Fig. 3),75 sheet 
metal crosses from Italy and south-western Germany,76 belt fittings of the late Merovingian culture,77 and on Avar 
belt sets from Mártély, Grave B78 (Fig. 4), and Szentes-Nagyhegy, Grave 32 (Fig. 5).79 

It must be highlighted that both belt sets are unique in the Avar milieu. The figural frieze on the obverse of 
the large strap-end from Mártély is the exact counterpart of two early Byzantine ivory carvings, themselves clumsy 
late antique renderings of Heracles and the Ceryneian hind (Fig. 6).80 It seems quite certain that the image was trans-
mitted to the Avars, who were unaware of its meaning, as part of this cultural communications network between elites. 
The elite contacts were either contemporaneous or, given the earlier date of the known analogies, they had possibly 
transmitted the impact of the Byzantine contacts from the Early Avar period through the treasuries of the Avar elite 
filled with Byzantine prestige goods during the seventh century. Objects such as carved ivory panels (as well as 

68 For numerous artefact types see fancSalSzky 2007.
69 See Szenthe 2016. Avar artefact types, occur but rarely 

beyond the boundaries of the Avar settlement territory (for Danube 
Bulgaria, see rašeV 2008, Tab. LXVIII–LXX; for a large strap-end in 
Perniö, Finland, see fettich 1930), the single exception being the 
emerging settlement centres in the Morava Valley: for the latter, see 
below.

70 See the types in Schulze-dörrlamm 2009.
71 For griffins and four-legged predatory animals, see daim 

1990; for several other object types, see daim 2000. 
72 High-quality precious metal objects such as the belt fit-

ting (strap slide) from Tab (Szenthe 2015b, Abb.3.3) and Ewer 2 from 
Nagyszentmiklós (gSchWantler 2002, 15–17) represent a very small 
group of Late Avar-period material culture and are mostly stray finds 
(see more below). Prominent grave assemblages almost without ex-

ception contain cast gilt bronze objects which are simple pieces from 
a technological point of view, but have a relatively sophisticated ico-
nography with richly detailed ornamental and figural designs, the lat-
ter an otherwise atypical trait in contemporaneous Avar ornament.

73 For the demand of uniqueness on the highest level of 
elite culture, see nicolay 2014, 291–294.

74 haSeloff 1984, Figs 1–2. For the objects, see recently 
QuaSt 2012, 65–67.

75 temPle 1990, Cat.no. 10.
76 haSeloff 1975, 58–59, Fig. 27, a–b, Plate 26, 3; 

 Werner 1974, Fig. 14, a–b. 
77 Gurmels/Dürrenberg grave nr. 318, SchWaB 2006, Fig. 8.
78 hamPel 1905, Pl. 80–81. 
79 cSallány 1962, 445–446, Pl. XV.
80 Szenthe 2013, 151–154.
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 magnificent goldwork and textiles) could have been revived as heirlooms of the ‘great forefathers’ and used as models 
for shaping the new material culture of the elites at the beginning of the new era, known to us as the Late Avar period.81

Nevertheless, the very existence of elite contacts can be deduced from the high quality of the known 
analogies and their fine iconography. In the cited examples it is perhaps in itself symbolic on what type of objects 
the stylistically identical scroll ornament appears, as the mount-decorated belts from the Avar milieu stands in sharp 
contrast to the articles of the Christian and Byzantine world.

Connectivity on an interregional level

Besides elite contacts, there is some evidence for a lower level of communication between neighbouring 
regions across the political and cultural border zones of Late Avar culture, particularly in Transdanubia.82 Certain 
technical and morphological traits in the material culture of local population groups that are not attested in ‘main-

81 For the role of luxury goods, and particularly for the role 
played by commodities of foreign origin in social display and in pre-
serving the stability of the elite’s social position, see canePa 2010, 
123–127. For the interpretation of Byzantine objects from a contex-

tual, postprocessual perspective as ‘carriers of memories’ (Shalem 
2005), see Szenthe 2013, 166–167.

82 See Szenthe 2015d, 223–236.

Fig. 3. 1: The Warnebert reliquary (after haSeloff 1984: Figs 1–2); 2: Byzantine gold earring with crescentic pendant  
(after temPle 1990, Cat.no. 10)
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Fig. 4. Gilt copper-alloy belt set, Mártély-Csanyi-part, Grave B, earlier eighth century (Hungarian National Museum, author’s photo)
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stream’ Avar material culture or are of regional significance in the Carpathian Basin – such as attachment loops on 
belt mounts, knop-terminalled buckles and strap-ends, certain types of geometric designs and dog-like figures – 
demonstrate that local groups had used a common ornamental vocabulary with the populations living in the adjacent 
Mediterranean contact zone of the Carpathian Basin (Northern Balkans, Eastern Alps, Istria), although they also 
drew from the ornament on other types of costume accessories. These ‘foreign’ morphological traits were adopted 
on the typical prestige items of Avar culture, namely in the decoration of ornate belts. Accordingly, although the 
population groups living in Transdanubia and in the peripheral regions of and around the khaganate – as far away 
as Carinthia – had Mediterranean elements in their culture, they expressed social prestige through the mediums 
commonly used in the Avar world.

Local variables: internal structures of the Khaganate in the Carpathian Basin

‘Proud to be an Avar’? An identity redefined. Material culture and decorative art of the Late Avar period
The ornamented objects, predominantly belt mounts and strap-ends, reflect the richness and complexity of 

the decorative art of the Late Avar period that can be divided into four clearly distinguishable stylistic and chrono-
logical groups in the greater part of the material83 and a small group of unique objects.

In view of their lavish ornamentation and the high number of morphological variations,84 ornate belts and 
ornamented horse gear apparently played an important role in the prestige display of Avar society. Although the 
ornamental trends appearing in Late Avar decorative art can be generally noted in the broader area of the Carpathian 
Basin and in the Mediterranean too, a closer look clearly reveals that stylistic details and the distinctive regional 
group85 are decidedly Avar creations, as are individual artefact types (Fig. 7), which therefore reflect the specific 

83 For these stylistic groups, see Szenthe 2015c.
84 For types and variations, see, e.g., záBoJník 1991; 

fancSalSzky 2007.

85 For Late Avar decorative art, its chronology and orna-
mental styles, see daim 2003b; fancSalSzky 2007; Szenthe 2012, 
Szenthe 2013.

Fig. 5. Gilt copper-alloy belt set, Szentes-Nagyhegy, Grave 32, earlier eighth century (Móra Ferenc Museum, Szeged; photo by Ádám Vágó)
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Fig. 6. Heracles and the Ceryneian hind in early medieval contexts. 1: Mártély, large strap-end, Hungarian National Museum;  
2–3: Late antique ivory carvings with an identical composition (2: Metropolitan Museum of Art, after Weitzmann 1971, Fig. 3;  

3: Cathedra Petri, Rome, after Weitzmann 1982, Fig. 1)

1 2 3
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demands of Avar culture and society. It would appear that the geographical distribution of these objects correlates 
with the spatial extent of the Avar Khaganate, expressing the distribution system that maintained its social and power 
network. While the unique artefacts such as the above-mentioned ornate belt set from Mártély were decorated with 
Mediterranean ornamental forms bespeaking direct contacts, the average Late Avar belt mounts and strap-ends were 
covered with a profusion of figural and vegetal ornament, four-legged predatory creatures (griffins), animal combat 
scenes and a proliferation of tendril patterns. 

The expression of a newly emerging group identity must have been of primary importance in the formative 
phase of Late Avar decorative art, as reflected by the many ‘creative’ and unique traits incorporated into the ‘Late 
Avar animal style’ (earlier eighth century AD).86 Iconographic details such as the assumed visual narrative set in 
four medallions on Ewer 2 of the Nagyszentmiklós treasure87 and the animal combat scenes which are otherwise 
atypical in the European cultural context,88 as well as the widespread vegetal motifs (Kreislappenranke, a variant 
of the tendril ornament, and the Blütenzier,89 a simple trefoil palmette)90 suggest a consciously adapted visual pro-
gramme, whose emergence is only conceivable at a time of profound social and cultural transformations.91 The Late 
Avar animal style created elements independently92 and/or selected motifs of steppe origin (motifs from old Turkic, 
or perhaps Early Avar, cultural contexts and possibly adoptions from Central Asia93). Motifs of Mediterranean origin 
which became widespread in the Avar animal style were compatible with this ornamental vocabulary (griffins,94 a 
Mediterranean-type animal combat scenes,95 and a profusion of different scroll ornaments such as those of the 
Mártély belt set, see above). 

Changes in settlement patterns
A substantial transformation can be noted in the Carpathian Basin from the later seventh century, the im-

plications of which can be only interpreted within the context of the period’s cultural changes. The settlement net-
work became denser and newly-settled areas appeared too (Fig. 8). In addition to the expansion of the settled 
territory, we witness the gradual northward shift of the hubs of the settlement and communications network,96 in 
which one main tendency points towards the emerging settlement centres in Moravia that grew into regional centres 
during the ninth century.97 The numerous Avar-type finds in the Morava Valley in the north-west, and the new ceme-
teries in the Hernád Valley and the Košice Basin98 in the north-east indicate the increasing importance of the north-
ern communication lines from the early eighth century onwards.

The population growth leading to the appearance of the extensive system of early rural villages with a 
dispersed layout99 and the associated row-grave cemeteries can no doubt be linked to the more favourable climatic 
conditions after the end of the Late Antique Little Ice Age. Nevertheless, the population growth could also have 
been boosted from external sources. As mentioned before, communication between the Carpathian Basin and East-
ern Europe, which was most probably followed by migrations of unknown scale, intensified after the mid-seventh 
century. Nevertheless, most of the archaeological evidence on communication – predominantly intra-regional (?) 
migrations of small population groups – comes from the Carpathian Basin.100 

86 The term was first used by BierBrauer 1997. For figural 
representations, see fancSalSzky 2007.

87 Bollók 2014, 217.
88 The actual iconographic scheme is parallelled only by 

late Scythian animal combat scenes; moreover, its last attested occur-
rence (Tyllia Tepe, first century AD, Afghanistan 2010, 199) predates 
the Avar period by several centuries: for a discussion, see daim 2001; 
Szenthe 2013.

89 daim 2000, 130–136; Szőke 2001.
90 Szenthe 2013, 310–313.
91  This is an obvious implication of the interpretation of 

style as an expression of cultural traits and of social display and as a 
medium of expressing group identity, see gell 1998, 155–168.

92 daim 2003b, 501.
93 The Blütenzier is interpreted as a motif of Central Asiatic 

character: daim 2000, 132–136; Szőke 2001.
94 daim 1990.
95 Szenthe 2013, 143–146.

96 daim 1990.
97 For the Avar influence, see the numerous Avar cast cop-

per-alloy objects – belt and horse gear adornments – from ‘Moravian’ 
settlements: ProfantoVá 1992. For the early dating of the settlements 
into the late seventh–early eighth-century, see klanica 1995 (Klani-
ca’s dating, which essentially adopted the chronology of the securely 
datable Avar artefacts for settlement layers, was rejected by záBoJník 
2005, however, Zábojník’s arguments were based on a dubious his-
torical theory). Another Avar-type cemetery is known at Dolní Duna-
jovice in the Dunajovce Valley in Moravia: klanica 1972.

98 Košice-Šebastovce (BudinSký-krička–točik 1991), 
Valaliky-Všechsvätých (záBoJník–Béreš 2016); Hranícná pri 
Hornáde (PáStor 1971).

99 Unfortunately, there is a lack of settlement publications 
from the Avar territory: for the problem, see e.g. Vida 2016.

100 Partly immigrant groups that began to use the cemeteries 
of existing local groups: see above, note 10. For the problem of newly 
populated areas, see lőrinczy–rácz 2015, 169–171, 187–189.
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The newly occupied regions are often characterised by soils with a high clay content,101 which indicates 
changes in agrarian technology or, more probably, the growing importance of small-scale, ‘backyard’ animal breed-
ing, as these environmental niches are not suitable for large-scale stockbreeding. In fact, the importance of breeding 
domestic fowl and pig grew on Late Avar-period settlements.102 

At the same time, changes in the composition of pottery suggest a transformation of culinary habits.103 New 
cooking vessel types such as clay cauldrons and baking lids characterise the eighth-century Avars, members of a 
dietary community that spread from Eastern Europe to the Balkans and the Carpathian Basin. The vessel types as 
well as the scarce archaeometric data104 suggest that human diet was mostly based on cereals in the Late Avar period.

Choices for nomadic lifeways in the eighth-century Carpathian Basin
Although nomadism as a fundamental economic structure could hardly have persisted for long after the 

breakdown of the Avar power in the 630s, its social basis – the nomadic elites and warrior communities – remained 
present later on in the Carpathian Basin. The rural settlement network became more dense, suggesting that the 
majority of these mobile communities settled down and were integrated into the sedentary population sometime 
after the mid-seventh century.105 They may have been the mediums transmitting nomadic cultural elements to the 
newly emerging ‘late avar’ culture. The warrior (elite) groups of steppe origin most probably strove to maintain 
their life ways and culture.106 However, it is unclear to what extent the original lifeways and economic model of 
these mobile pastoralist groups had perhaps been maintained in certain environmental niches, or whether local 
variations developed, transmitting cultural and economic elements of nomadic lifestyles. There are indeed some 
indications in the archaeological record that nomadic structures survived the collapse of the Early Avar prestige 
economy. As Erwin Gáll has argued, the burial ground excavated at Noşlac (south-eastern Carpathian Basin) had 
perhaps been used by mobile (nomadic) communities that visited the area periodically and buried their dead in scat-
tered clusters.107 A clear pattern can be discerned in the spatial distribution of small cemeteries and burial places/
solitary burials, all dominated by graves containing horse burials and weaponry: these characteristic burial places 
can be found in small, but geographically coherent zones in certain – mostly marginal – micro-regions of the Car-
pathian Basin (Fig. 9).

Various burial places108 and small cemeteries containing burials furnished with relatively or considerably 
rich grave goods, horses and weaponry form a line from the middle reaches of the Tisza, across the river’s flood-
plain, to the modern town of Debrecen (i.e. across the Hortobágy region), which is flanked by the poor graves of 
small communities in the north and south (Fig. 10). As the greater part of the area was temporarily covered by water 
without runoff,109 its population was most probably engaged in seasonal pastoralism as the dominant economic 
activity. The line of cemeteries possibly corresponds to a west–east route determined by the area’s hydrogeology; 
however, the line of similar cemeteries does not continue on the higher and dryer ground east- and westwards: larger 
‘village cemeteries’110 are typical on the high buffs along the Tisza. Therefore, the pattern emerging from the buri-
als in the Hortobágy region in all likelihood reflects small high-status communities surrounded by the settlement 
area of more or less mobile groups of ‘servants’. 

Theoretically, the burial places at Gyula and Socodor, and around Čelarevo and Bogojevo (Bačka Palanka 
and Sremská Mitrovica, and Ada on the opposite Danube bank, see Fig. 9)111 can probably be interpreted along the 
same lines. 

101 No systematic research has yet been conducted on this 
issue.

102 Vida 2016, 264.
103 For Late Avar-period pottery, see Szőke 1980, Vida 

2011. Summarised in Vida 2016, 262–265.
104 Vidal-ronchaS et al. 2018.
105 For archaeological traces of this process in the settle-

ment structures, see Vida 2016, 259–262.
106 For nomadic social and economic structures, see 

Scholz 1995; humPrey–Sneath 1999, 218ff.
107 gáll 2018, 156–157.

108 Egyek, Hortobágy-Árkus (52 graves); Balmazújváros-
Sóshát, Debrecen-Tócóskert, Debrecen-Bellegelő, Debrecen-Haláp 
(for details, see the entries in ADAM).

109 meSterházy 2005.
110 Tiszafüred (garam 1995); Tiszaderzs (koVrig 1975); 

Újszentmargita (ADAM, 395); Görbeháza (unpublished excavation, 
the material is housed in the Déri Museum, Debrecen).

111 Generally, a larger cemetery with 50–70 graves is ac-
companied by other burial places (solitary burials or small grave 
groups, sometimes indicated by stray finds), characterised by horse 
burials with richly decorated horse gear. 
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Fig. 7. Chronological and stylistic groups of Late Avar-period decorative art. 1: Tiszafüred-Majoros, grave 539; 2: Kecel-Harárdűlő, grave 32; 
3: Mártély, grave B; 4: Tiszafüred-Majoros, grave 330; 5: Unprovenanced; 6: Szentes-Nagyhegy; 7: Visznek-Kecskehegy, grave 6;  

8. Horvát-Szárfalva; 9. Tiszafüred-Majoros, grave 496; 10: Tiszafüred-Majoros, grave 1149; 11: Tiszafüred-Majoros, grave 33;  
12: Hőgyész, grave 12; 13: Keszthely-Dobogó; 14: Tab, stray find; 15: Üllő I-Disznójárás, grave 168; 16: Bajna;  

17: Kiskőrös-Városalatt, grave 156; 18: Szebény I, grave 100; 19: Tiszafüred-Majoros, grave 113; 20: Szebény I, grave 128; 21: Regöly;  
22: Unprovenanced; 23: Kiskőrös-Városalatt, grave 156; 24: Tolna, Váralja; 25: Regöly, grave 62; 26: Bajna; 27: Hortobágy-Árkus;  
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28: Gátér-Vasútállomás, grave 141; 29: Kiskundorozsma-Kettőshatár út, grave 434; 30: Dunapataj; 31: Pusztahegy; 32: Szentes-Lapistó;  
33: Alattyán-Tulát, grave 369; 34: Szeged-Fiumei vasútvonal; 35: Hortobágy-Árkus; 36: Szárazd, stray find; 37–38: Unprovenanced;  

39: Szárazd, stray find; 40: Regöly; 41–42: Hortobágy-Árkus; 43: Mátészalka, stray find; 44: Keszthely-Dobogó; 45: Hortobágy-Árkus;  
46: Kiskőrös-Városalatt, grave 156; 47: Kiskőrös-Városalatt, grave 155; 48: Hortobágy-Árkus. (with the exception of nos 27, 35, 41–42, 47 /

DJM Debrecen/ and 28 /KJM Kecskemét/, all other pieces are from the collection of the Hungarian National Museum, Budapest)
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Fig. 8. Distribution of Early and Late Avar sites in the Carpathian Basin (after ADAM, Karte 3–4) 
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Fig. 9. Spatial patterns in the regional distributions of special traits in the archaeological record of the Late Avar period, reflecting  
the presence of a central power. 1: Representative horse burials with harness ornaments and/or weaponry; 2: High-quality gold metalwork;  
3: Silver coins of the Avar period minted in the Carpathian Basin (1. Devínská nova Ves /eiSner 1952/, 2. Gajary /garam 1981, Fig. 10/,  

3. Komárno-Lodeníce /trugly 1987, trugly 1993/, 4. Komárno-Gombaiho/Františkánov /ADAM 206–207/, 5. Komárno-Váradiho 
/čilinSká 1982/, 6. Komárno-Hadovce /čilinSká 1982/, 7. Radvan nad Dunajom, Žitavska Ton /BudinSky-krička 1956/, 8. Vörs-Papkert 

/ADAM 417–418/, 9. Kaposvár-Toponár, Fészerlakpuszta /BárdoS 1978; SzimonoVa 1997/, 10. Kővágószőlős-Kece-völgy /nagy 1982, 125–
126/, 11. Kővágószőlős-Tüskési-dűlő /kiSS 1977:66–67/, 12. Ada /Bálint–garam 2016/, 13. Bogojevo /ADAM 62/, 14. Bačka Palanka 

/garam 1981, Fig. 12/, 15. Čelarevo /Bunardžić 1985/, 16. Zagreb-Kruge /VinSki 1960, Sl. 27–35, Sokol 1996, T. II–III/,  
17. Sremská Mitrovica /Sirmium/ site 29 /trBuhoVić 1982/, 18. Košice-Šebastovce /BudinSký-krička–točik 1991/,  

19. Valaliky-Všechsvätých /záBoJník–Béreš 2016/, 20. Hranícna pri Hornáde /PáStor 1971/, 21. Edelény /Végh 1968, 51, Taf. V, 1–3/,  
22. Sajószentpéter /Végh 1964/, 23. Bőcs /garam 1981/, 24. Sajópetri /makoldi 2011/, 25. Egyek /ADAM 126/,  

26. Balmazújváros, Hortobágy-Árkus /ADAM 42/, 27. Balmazújváros, Hortobágy-Sóshát /ADAM 42/, 28. Debrecen-Tócóskert /ADAM 
108/, 29. Debrecen-Bellegelő /ADAM 106/, 30. Debrecen-Haláp /ADAM 106/, 31. Gyula-Lencsési út /fettich 1928; gáll 2018, Kat.nr. 19/, 

32. Socodor /PoPeScu 1956, 4/44, 38/81, Fig. 2, Fig. 39–40; gáll 2018, Kat.nr. 56/, 33. Câmpia Turzii /coSma 2017, Pl. 11–12/,  
34. Geoagriu de Sus /coSma 2017, Pl.22/, 35. Heria /coSma 2017, Pl. 23/, 36. Lopadea Nouá /coSma 2017, Pl. 24/,  

37. Măgina /coSma 2017, Pl. 25/, 38. Aiudul de Sus /coSma 2017, Pl. 3/,  
39. Brestovac /daim 2000, 162–165; Bühler 2014/, 40. Budapest-Rákos /nagy 1998, Taf. 57–59/, 41. Dunapataj /daim–Bühler 2010/,  

42. Hajdúnánás /dani 2015, fig. 21/, 43. Kiskundorozsma /Szalontai et al. 2014/,  
44. Mártély /garam 1993, Taf. 70, 1–8/, 45. Mátészalka /garam 1993, Taf. 69, 8/, 46. Osztopán /garam 1993, 96/, 47. Tab /garam 1993, 106/, 

48. Tápiószele /garam 2001, 138, Taf. 101/, 49. Weiden am See /daim 2000, 166–167/,  
50. Nagyszentmiklós /Sânnicolau Mare/ /daim et al. 2018/, 51. Szeged, stray find, 52. Kiskőrös-Pohibuj, Mackó-dűlő,  

53. Szegvár-Sápoldal, 54. Endrőd-Öregszőlő /for 51–54, see Somogyi 1997/, 55. Brodski Drenovac /VinSki-gaSParini–ercegoVić 1958/
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There is some evidence that animal husbandry was practiced in permanent structures also in regions that 
would have been suited to nomadism112 – at least theoretically. The huge corrals/cattle pens uncovered at Kiskun-
félegyháza113 (Fig. 11) in the extensive plainland of the Danube–Tisza Interfluve are dated to the Late Avar period 
on the testimony of the ceramic material.114 The corrals are enclosed by relatively deep ditches and most probably 
served for holding cattle (50 percent of the animal bones) and horses (30 percent of the animal bones). Interestingly 
enough, the analysis of the horse bones revealed that the horse stock was quite heterogeneous,115 which is seemingly 
atypical of (modern?) nomadic herds.116 Quite intriguingly, contemporaneous burials were found inside the ditches 
of the corrals in two cases; one directly in the north-eastern corner of the rectangular corral, aligned to the ditch, 

112 Relatively large zones that, at least theoretically, would 
have been suited to pastoral nomadism can be found in the Carpathian 
Basin: the central and southern part of the Danube–Tisza interfluve, 
east of the Tisza, and several micro-regions in Transdanubia: the 
Mezőföld region (east-central Transdanubia), the plainland from the 
Zsámbék Valley to the south-east of Lake Balaton, and the Moson 
Plain in the north-west. These areas were settled by small groups of 
nomadic character in the Hunnic and Avar period. Their burials are 
typically represented by scattered grave groups or solitary graves: 
tomka 2008.

113 Unpublished excavation, whose assessment by József 
Zsolt Gallina and the present author is currently in progress. The ex-

cavated area seems to be the marginal part of a settlement, consisting 
of pens/corrals, many shallow wells and only two or three other sett-
lement features (some kind of buildings) of the Late Avar period.

114 Cauldron fragments and sherds from vessels turned on 
a slow wheel are generally dated to the eighth–ninth centuries. The 
ceramic material of the settlement is housed in the Katona József Mu-
seum, Kecskemét.

115 Unpublished manuscript by Annamária Bárány, Hun-
garian National Museum.

116 For a discussion of horse breeding strategies, see 
Scholz 1995, 67–81. 

Fig. 10. The northern half of the trans-Tisza region in the Late Avar period: horse-weapon burials (burial locations and cemeteries)  
in the context of the period’s burials
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suggesting that the burial location was selected with a view to the ditch – or the corral itself. The plundered grave 
contained the remains of a male burial with an ornate belt decorated with silver gilt cast mounts (Fig. 12). The use 
of precious metals for belt mounts and for grave goods in general is utterly atypical in the Late Avar period (see 
below). Moreover, a mount of unknown function, possibly a strap slide or scabbard fitting, has a direct analogy in 
the Brestovac assemblage,117 which suggests the long-distance (perhaps elite) contacts of the Kiskunfélegyháza 
community. 

All in all, nomadism could have existed in the eighth-century Carpathian Basin as an economic model, 
even if not as the single model guaranteeing success. However, in the lack of extensive micro-regional surveys, the 
possible presence of nomadic groups in the Carpathian Basin remains unresolved. Nevertheless, the majority of the 
population lived on rural settlements. Cultural elements of nomadism were integrated into the identity of the entire 
population inhabiting the Carpathian Basin, and Late Avar-period militant and elite communities became a culturally 

117 Bühler 2014.

Fig. 11. Kiskunfélegyháza-Logisztikai központ, Trench D, Avar settlement features and burials  
(Zsolt Gallina’s excavation; drawing by András Füzesi) 
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relatively homogeneous stratum in this sense, as they defined themselves by Avar-type horse burials, weaponry and 
ornate belts.

The archaeological evidence for the changes in social power
The most important element in the transformation of the nomadic prestige economy of the culturally hete-

rogeneous Early Avar period was probably the transition to an extensive settlement system based on rural settle-
ments after the ebb of internal migrations118 and the formation of an intensive internal communications network.119 
There are several indications that the Avar ruling elite strove to initiate reforms for creating a well-functioning 
khaganate on these solid economic and social bases. One intriguing question is what instruments were at its disposal 
for organising people and resources. 

Social power was quite certainly less centralised in the Late Avar period than in the Early Avar period, at 
least judging from the information contained in the written sources.120 Another striking difference is that with a few 
notable exceptions, weapons practically disappeared from burials from the late seventh century onward, reflecting 
a significant change in the social values of Avar society. After the decline of the Kunbábony–Kunágota–Ozora 
horizon, high-status groups living at the turn of the seventh and eighth centuries no longer buried their members in 
solitary graves or separate burial places (Sondergräberfelder), but in relatively large burial grounds.121 Most interest-
ingly, the new elite appears to have emerged in the Great Plain region – as far as we can tell, the furnace of social 
changes in the khaganate was stoked east of the Danube, in the central area of the macro-region. Another striking 
difference compared to the Early Avar period is that truly magnificent gold- and silverwork reflecting the presence 
of elites disappeared from burials; with a few exceptions, the known pieces are stray finds with a relatively homo-
geneous distribution in the Carpathian Basin. 

The geographical distribution of the high-quality metalwork demonstrates that the small cemeteries and 
burial places discussed above, concentrated on the fringes of the Avar settlement territory, and had little to do with 
the highest élite. The Late Avar elite was hierarchic, consisting of several groups with different cultural identities.

A translatio of the mediums of social display…
In contrast to the grave goods made from cheap materials using simple techniques, high-quality pieces in 

gold or silver shedding light on the upper echelons of the social hierarchy of the eighth-century Avars are few and 
far between. The problems concerning the dating and interpretation of the precious metal articles found on settle-
ments, in hoards or as stray finds were relegated to the realm of Mediterranean/Byzantine archaeology in the period 
preceding the eighth century.122 By the late seventh century, there is a profound change in Avar funerary practices, 

118 In the ‘Middle Avar period’; the overwhelming majority 
of Late Avar period cemeteries were established in the later seventh 
century, without local antecedents: see the data in ADAM.

119 See above.
120 While in the Early Avar period, the khagan was the su-

preme leader, at the end of the Avar era we know of the khagan, the 
tudun, the iugurrus and the tarkhan, all of whom acted independently. 
Although this situation is generally interpreted as proof of the changes 
in the khaganate’s administrative system (Pohl 2002, 292–306), this 

claim can be challenged: it could equally well have been sparked by 
the diminution of the khagan’s power and a political crisis.

121 Such as the cemeteries at Kiskőrös-Vágóhíd (láSzló 
1955), Budapest-Tihany-tér (nagy 1998, 112–122), Kisköre-Halastó 
(garam 1979) and, slightly later, Budapest-Rákos (nagy 1998, 69–
77), Mártély (hamPel 1905/II, 105–113) and Kiskundorozsma 
(Szalontai et al. 2014). 

122 See, e.g. yeroulanou 1999, 11–12.

Fig. 12. Kiskunfélegyháza-Logiszikai központ, Trench D, cast silver gilt belt mounts from an Avar burial  
(Katona József Museum, Kecskemét)
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one element of which is the almost complete lack of superbly crafted objects and of precious metal articles in funer-
ary contexts in general. Unlike in the seventh century, the little metalwork of excellent quality, similarly as in the 
Mediterranean, is almost exclusively made up of stray finds in the Carpathian Basin from the eighth century.123 

Traditionally, the lack of precious metal artefacts in funerary contexts was interpreted as one of the symp-
toms of crisis in Late Avar-period culture, similarly to the overall spread of huge quantities of low-quality costume 
accessories and jewellery.124 Nevertheless, we know from the written sources that Avar nobles suffered no lack of 
riches. Although the accounts accentuating the victory of the Franks are probably somewhat exaggerated, the infor-
mation on the magnitude of the treasure seems acceptable. According to Einhard’s narrative, the Franks found im-
mense riches which had reached the Khagan’s treasury as booty from many battles. Indeed, it is most unlikely that 
this wealth had all been amassed in the eighth century, when, according to the same source, the Avars ‘had passed 
for a poor people’.125 

Obviously, the Avars did not withdraw their valuables from circulation by depositing them in graves. The 
lack of precious metal artefacts in the grave inventories can be taken as an indication of consolidation and stability, 
and as an important token of the social and economic system of the Late Avar Khaganate flourishing under the 
changed conditions. On the other hand, it could perhaps be interpreted as a special reflection of a wider socio-cul-
tural trend, which led to the transfer of social display from costume accessories (and perhaps personal utilitarian 
objects as well) to a wider range of mediums. According to recent archaeological research, spatial structures such 
as fortified places and linear earthworks (dykes or ditch and rampart systems) such as the Kakasbarázda (‘Rooster’s 
furrow’) Dyke in Transylvania126 may have played a role among them.127 The appearance of built structures among 
the mediums of social display suggests that Avar culture had most likely become integrated into the surrounding 
world and thus transcended the prestige economy of the Early Avar era. 

At the same time, the almost egalitarian system coupled with a reluctance to part with valuables for mortu-
ary display, as is apparent from Avar burials, may also reflect the rigidity of social structures in addition to stability. 
Inheritance is a major liminal situation in community life, of which the funeral is a prominent element, offering the 
potential to re-negotiate power relations within the community. In a strongly competitive milieu, the goods  deposited 
in the burial (sacrificed, destroyed or consumed) could embody considerable wealth. In the case of the eighth-
century Avars, this wealth appears to have been minimal, suggesting an uncompetitive society.

… and an attempt to launch an Avar silver-based coinage? 
Coins – mostly Byzantine gold – originate mostly from grave contexts in the Avar-period Carpathian Basin. 

The practice of providing the dead with oboli was quite common until the late seventh century. Following the dras-
tic decrease in the number of Byzantine coins reaching the Carpathian Basin, the Avars replaced Byzantine gold 
coins with various substitutes, one group of which cannot be interpreted as oboli made specifically for funerary 
purposes.128 This small group comprises minted silver coins,129 of which only seven pieces have been found to date 
(Fig. 13). In contrast to the imitations cut out from delicate sheet gold or hammered onto coins, these coins attest 

123 Szenthe 2015b, 297–303, 309.
124 Most recently Bálint 2010.
125 “[the Avars] (...) usque in id temporis poene paupers 

viderentur, tantum auri et argenti in regia repertum, tot spolia pretiosa 
in proeliis sublata (...)” (Vita Karoli Magni, cap. 13–15). For the ran-
sacking of the hring of the Avars and the treasury of the khagan, see 
hardt 2004, 42–44.

126 For the dyke at Zamárdi (central Transdanubia), see 
SzentPéteri 2013, for Biňa (Slovakia), radiocarbon dated to the pe-
riod between 750 and 850, see PomfyoVá–Samuel–žažoVá 2014, 24, 
and mordoVin 2016, 98. For the ‘Kakasbarázda’ Dyke, see SófalVi 
2017, 151–152. For an even more impressive, still unpublished ar-
chaeological feature, see the preliminary report on the excavations at 
Kecskemét where a very imposing structure indicating extensive ram-
parts, ditches and the post-holes of a large palisade wall along the 
ditches were documented: www.muemlekvedelem.hu/magazin/mer-
cedes_bovites_feltaras_kecskemet_2017.

127 Vida manuscript.

128 According to the traditional interpretation, these coins 
were expressly made for use as oboli (Bóna 1993, 535–536, Somogyi 
1997, Somogyi 2014), for an overview of the custom of placing oboli 
in the grave; for the imitations, see also Balogh 2016, 319–326.

129 For a detailed morphological analysis, although with a 
different historical interpretation, see Somogyi 1997, 122ff. 

1. Endrőd-Öregszőlő, County Békés: silver, 3.75 g, based 
on a miliarensis of Constans II (minted between 651–654) (Somogyi 
1997, No. 22).

2. Kiskőrös-Pohibuj, Grave 53: silver, diameter 20 mm, 
3.17 g, obverse Heraclius solidus (minted between 648–651), reverse 
Heraclius miliarenses (Somogyi 1997, No. 35). Obverse and reverse 
minted using a coin die identical to an exemplar from Szeged 
( Somogyi 1997, No. 69). 

3. Kiskőrös-Pohibuj, Grave 53: silver (possibly on copper 
basis), diameter 20 mm, 2.72 g, obverse based on a solidus of Cons-
tantine IV (minted between 669–674), reverse after a solidus of Hera-
cleius and Heraclius Constantinus (Somogyi 1997, No. 35). Obverse 
minted with the same coin die as Somogyi 1997, No. 98. 
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to experimentation with launching coinage and mass production. The use of the same dies among a very small 
number of coins is evidence for an extremely small-scale production, while the regional distribution pattern under-
lines the aspect of prestige in the initiative that perhaps also had some economic rationale. The silver base could be 
an argument for the latter, as the only coinage which reached the Carpathian Basin and circulated among members 
of the Avar elite was Byzantine gold on the testimony of the pieces found in grave assemblages,130 and very few 
other coins of silver or copper have been found in the Carpathian Basin. In the seventh and early eighth centuries, 
the use of silver as raw material for minting coins points towards the north-west, where late Merovingian silver 
coinage was introduced in Neustria in the 670s, whence it spread across all territories under Frankish rule by the 
end of the century, as well to Frisia and the British Isles.131 Apparently, the beginnings of Merovingian silver coin-
age coincide with the Avar one,132 an indication that the Avars’ political and probably economic rationale was in all 
likelihood identical with the Merovingian one. The period’s orientation towards the north-west was not unprece-
dented: the distribution of Byzantine gold coins during the early Avar period133 is a clear indication that there were 
intensive contacts between the khaganate and the Merovingian lands.

Nevertheless, the iconography of the coins is modelled on Byzantine coins of the later seventh century. Al-
though there is no indication of the existence of a standard weight system among them – similarly as in early Mero-
vingian coinage134 –, three pairs were minted using the same coin dies, which points towards the intention of large-scale 
production. Control over the metal was in all likelihood exercised by the high elite, which could also muster the 
necessary skilled craftsmen. The regional distribution of the coins (Fig. 9) in the late seventh century, a period when 
other artefact types had a wide overall distribution across the entire Avar settlement territory – suggests that production 
and distribution were of regional significance. It is highly uncertain whether the idea of a mint was conceived by the 
khagan who had possibly resided in the Danube–Tisza interfluve, or by one or another local aristocrat. 

As the custom of placing coins in burials ceased by the end of the seventh century, practically before the 
heyday of Late Avar structures, we know little about the chronological boundaries and the scale of production, or 
whether it was also continued in the eighth century. 

A regional division of labour?
The last question is what exactly formed the economic basis of this silver coinage: would the wealth ac-

cumulated from the Early Avar-period booty have been sufficient,135 or was there possibly a regular supply of met-
als? This issue is all the more important because copper-alloy artefacts abound in Late Avar-period grave 
assemblages, and there is a significant improvement in the quality of iron artefacts too, which indicates a profound 
change in iron technology and/or resources. In the case of copper alloys, metal compositions136 seem to contradict 
the assumption that Late Avar-period production was based on the recycling of Roman-period metal alone. Although 
we have virtually no evidence for the production and processing of non-ferrous metals during this period, the growth 
or, more precisely, the onset of metal production in the Late Avar period has already been convincingly demon-
strated in the case of the much better studied iron smelting.137 If we compare this to the reconstructed metal produc-

4. From the Szeged area (south-eastern Hungary): silver, 
diameter 18 mm, obverse Heraclius solidus (minted between 648–
651), reverse Heraclius miliarenses (Somogyi 1997, No. 69). Minted 
using a coin die identical with Somogyi 1997, No. 35/1. 

5. Szegvár-Sápoldal, Grave 3: silver, diameter 19–19.5 mm, 
2.22 g, after a miliarensis of Constans II (minted between 648–651) 
(Somogyi 1997, No. 76, lőrinczy 2018, 55, Fig. 4). Obverse minted 
with the same die as the piece inventoried under MNM R.I.6831. 

6. Unprovenanced, MNM R.I.6831: silver, after a milia-
rensis of Constans II (minted between 648–651) (Somogyi 1997, 86). 
Obverse minted with the same die as Somogyi 1997, No. 76.

7. Unprovenanced: silver, diameter approximately 20 mm, 
1.86 g, after the coins of Constantinus IV (minted between 669–674) 
(Somogyi 1997, No. 98).

130 See the catalogue in Somogyi 1997.

131 grierSon–BlackBurn 1986, 3–4, 97–98; For the Bri-
tish Isles, see naylor 2012. However, the latter study reflects the ef-
fects of the ‘metal-detector revolution’ and the ‘portable antiquities’ 
system. It shows that coin circulation was complex and geographically 
variable, which indicates its economic determination. Unfortunately, in 
case of the Carpathian Basin, research is still before this ‘breakthrough’.   

132 See the minting dates of the Byzantine originals in  
note 129. 

133 Somogyi 2014, 119–131, esp. 130–131, see map on p. 259. 
134 grierSon–BlackBurn 1986, 97–98. 
135 Theoretically, it could have sufficed: see hardt 2004, 

42–44. For the analogous problem of early Merovingian coinage, see 
grierSon–BlackBurn 1986, 96.

136 költő 1982, 30.  
137 gömöri 2000, 221–239; török et al. 2018.
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Fig. 13. Silver coins of the Avar period minted in the Carpathian Basin.  
1–2: Kiskőrös-Pohibuj-Mackó-dűlő, Grave 53 (Hungarian National Museum);  
3–4: Unprovenanced (Hungarian National Museum, Numismatic Collection)
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tion in Europe and the Mediterranean,138 there is a striking correlation between the roughly simultaneous onset of 
the assumed Avar and European metal production after the recuperation from the low ebb of the Migration period. 

Regarding the production of non-ferrous metals, some indications of production can be found in the Avar 
archaeological record. (As the extraction of metal ores destroys its own traces, the situation is highly analogous to 
the problem of the production of salt, another resource of strategic importance, whose volume can hardly be esti-
mated by archaeological methods.) The settlement patterns seem to outline a regional division of labour, implying 
the exploitation of strategic raw material resources. 

Communities whose members were buried with their horses and weapons as well as with a rich array of 
other grave goods, an otherwise atypical custom in the Late Avar period, occupied only certain zones in the Car-
pathian Basin, which, as mentioned in the above, roughly coincided with communication lines and hubs.139 (They 
probably represented a special category within the Avar population owing to their mobile pastoralist lifestyle, which 
was more suited to military service than of other groups.) The regional distribution of these cemeteries suggests that 
these communities had been tasked with controlling the communication system of the Late Avar-period khaganate, 
particularly in the ‘border regions’, the contact zones with the outside world. Given that these communities prob-
ably controlled the distribution of the resources, rather than the extraction itself, their strategic position at certain 
points in the communication network of the Carpathian Basin had most likely been of an overall monitoring nature. 
The importance of controlling incoming and outgoing traffic seems more pronounced in the case of the Košice Basin 
and the Hernád Valley, as the Carpathian Mountains are easily penetrable in the north140 and in the north-west, at 
the Devín Gate north of the Danube, along a route that retained its strategic significance during the Middle Ages. 

In some cases, similar communities accentuating their military and mobile identity through their funerary 
customs show a concentration in regions which, although insignificant as contact zones, have important raw mate-
rial deposits. Specialised settlements for iron smelting have been found in different micro-regions with bog iron in 
the Carpathian Basin. The iron smelting settlements south of Lake Balaton141 had no doubt been of outstanding 
importance (Fig. 14). The nearby cemetery at Kaposvár142 seems to indicate the presence of a group controlling this 
resource, while the northern end of the area is marked by the huge cemetery of Zamárdi with numerous well-fur-
nished graves with horse burials and weaponry – although it is of a different type, which is hardly surprising given 
the 6000 graves143 of this burial ground. 

The same situation can be observed in north-eastern Hungary (Fig. 15) and, although based mostly on stray 
finds, burial places of warrior and mobile groups abound in the Transylvanian Basin (Fig 9). Raw material deposits 
can be found in both micro-regions: copper and iron outcrops in the north-east, in the Rudabánya area, and salt 
deposits in Transylvania. The patterns in the location of settlements suggest that only the Transylvanian salt depos-
its had been exploited in the Early Avar period. Notably, the Transylvanian Basin is the only region where the settled 
area is smaller in the Late Avar than in the Early Avar period. The eighth-century settlements are located around the 
salt outcrops along the Maros/Mureş and the Arieş rivers, which again strongly suggest their probable exploitation.

Another area with a remarkably dense settlement network first occupied during the Late Avar period was 
noted in the southern foothills of the Mecsek Mountains (Fig. 14) where native copper occurs as surface outcrops 
or close to the surface even today. In this case, small grave groups with weaponry and horse burials appear only on 
the south-western fringes of the area. 

138 BaumeiSter 2004, Abb. 83.
139 Weaponry is atypical in the average Late Avar cemetery, 

and horse burials can at the most only be found in a single grave of each 
generation of local leaders (that is, one or, at the most, two horse burials 
in every chronological phase, usually in male burials deposited in a 
central location). The first graves in the earliest grave groups of the Late 
Avar-period cemeteries dating from the later seventh century, which are 
characterised by weapons and horse burials, add another dimension to 
this issue. These early graves can be linked to the general problem of 
founder’s graves (for the problem of population groups settling in an 
unfamiliar environment, see theuWS 2009, 286–291). However, as 
there is evidence that these groups represented the burials of communi-

ties in their formative phase (for single cemeteries, see, e.g., Szenthe 
2011, Szenthe 2014), the internal competition between members and 
families could also result in an extraordinarily lavish funerary display, 
highlighting the power of the community’s departed members – as well 
as of their descendants (for a good summary, see inneS 2000, 34ff). 

140 For proof of the north to south traffic, see the Avar- and 
Saltovo-type stirrups found at Kraków, Nowa Huta (dated to the 
eighth century by Bálint–garam 2016, 434).

141 See note 137.
142 BárdoS 1978; SzimonoVa 1997.
143 Vida 2016, 262.
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Fig. 14. Late Avar-period sites in southern Transdanubia, with the location of iron ore processing sites, copper ore deposits  
(the exploitation of the latter is not attested) and horse-weapon burials (burial places and larger cemeteries)
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CONCLUSION

The narrative proposed here is one of structural transformation, with a focus on the correlations between the 
cultural and other trajectories in the Carpathian Basin and the neighbouring world instead of the previous narrative 
of a political crisis. The shrivelling of the Avar Khaganate’s diplomatic connections and its transformation into a re-
gional power is paralleled by the simultaneous regionalisation in the surrounding Mediterranean and European world. 

Following the intermezzo of the Early Avar nomadic state and the unsustainability of the nomadic economy, 
the patterns of change in settlement structures, social values and material culture, in particular regarding the use of 
metal artefacts, seem to reflect a rapprochement between the Avar system and the neighbouring European world. 

While there are some indications of efforts to exploit various strategic resources and of a – probably failed – 
initiative by the Avar elite for launching a silver-based coinage, the balanced regional distribution of various artefact 
types reflects the existence of a well-functioning internal communication system, which underlines the importance 
of studying the modes of distribution expressing networks of power. 

The regional presence of small communities expressing a special military identity through their funerary 
rites complements this overall picture. They possibly represent a specialised social group within the Late Avar 
Khaganate tasked with controlling areas of strategic importance. Their small cemeteries and separate burial places 
suggest communities that apparently pursued mobile pastoralist lifeways, or, at least, retained some elements of 
nomadism. Their geographical distribution around the Avar settlement territory suggests a conscious arrangement 
and the presence of a central power that operated the ‘system’.

One intriguing issue is whether elements of Avar cultural and social identity too followed this tendency, 
and if so, to what extent?

The widespread motifs of the emerging Late Avar art style imply that the Avars had responded creatively 
and had succeeded in reforming or reaffirming a common mythology through its visualisation. We do not know 
whether ‘Avar identity’ had an ethnic aspect to it,144 but it was in all likelihood based on the cultural layer that is 
best defined by a nomadic tradition. 

Nevertheless, it would appear that the persistent nomadic tradition, which dominated elite attitudes and was 
embodied by mount-decorated belts and the funerary rite calling for the burial of a horse beside the deceased – although 
in most cemeteries only local leaders earned this distinction145 – and which no doubt played a prominent role in the 
cultural cohesion of the Avar Khaganate, was apparently out of tune with the social and economic realities, or was 
unable to create an efficient centralising identity and to support a central power at a time when flexible, well-organised 
and successful systems were also served by religious ideologies proclaiming exclusivity and ecclesiastic hierarchies.

Even though the basic economic structure of the Avar Khaganate, a regional power, shifted towards the 
medieval system more or less simultaneously with its broader neighbourhood, this was not accompanied by a culture 
expressing social prestige and power, which ultimately led to the downfall of the Avar political and social model. 
The events of this downfall – namely military weakness, lack of coordination, infighting between the nobles – are 
evidence of the weakness of the centralised hierarchies. When Charlemagne’s formidable military machine turned 
against the Avars, the khaganate collapsed without putting up any serious resistance.

***

This study was written as part of a research project funded by a Bolyai János Research Fellowship. I am 
grateful to Ádám Bollók, Bence Gulyás, Péter Somogyi and Tivadar Vida for their insightful comments on the draft 
versions of this study. 

144 For Avar ‘ethnogenesis’, see Vida 2016, 255. 145 See note 143.
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PRIMARY SOURCES

Historiae Francorum = Liber Historiae Francorum. Fredegari Gesta Dagoberti I Regis Francorum. In: Fredegari et aliorum 
chronica. Vita Sactorum. ed. B. Krusch. MGH SS rer. Merov. 2, Hannoveriae 1888.

Nikephoros, Breviarium = Nikephoros Patriarch of Constantinople: Short History. Text, translation and commentary by Cyril 
Mango. CFHB Vol. XIII, Washington 1990.

Vita Caroli Magni = Einhard, Vita Caroli Magni. MGH SS Rer. Germ. Hannover 1911.

Fig. 15. Late Avar-period sites in the north-easterly region of the Carpathian Basin, with the location of horse-weapon burials  
(burial places and larger cemeteries) and of iron and copper deposits (exploitation not attested) 
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